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Sponsored Guest User 

Section 1:  IMPORTANT – About this Guide 

Be aware of the following: 

• Infinite variables: Certain scenarios have an infinite number of variables or 
extremely unusual circumstances, like rare cancellation or refund situations. 
So, not all scenarios can be presented in this guide. Also, certain processes 
may be influenced by third- or fourth-party providers. In some cases, you 
must contact the provider directly. 

• User interface, fees, rates, schedules: When other providers change their 
user interface (for example, web site) or their fees/rates/schedules, they are 
under no obligation to make SAP Concur aware of those changes. If a screen 
sample in this guide is outdated because of a change made by a provider, we 
will update that screen sample when we become aware of the change and at 
our earliest convenience. 

• Permissions: A company's admin may or may not have the correct 
permissions to manage the feature described in this guide. If an admin needs 
to manage this feature and does not have the proper permissions, they 
should contact the company's SAP Concur administrator. 

Also, the admin should be aware that some of the tasks described in this 
guide cannot be completed by the company. In this case, the client must 
contact their TMC (if a TMC provides their support) or SAP Concur (if SAP 
Concur provides their support). 

Section 2:  Similar Features 

There are two similar features: 

• Sponsored Guest User 

• Non-Profiled Travel (formerly Guest Traveler) 

They are similar in that non-employees book travel (or have travel booked for them) 
in Concur. The main difference is that the sponsored user has a user profile in 
Concur; the non-profiled traveler does not. 

 Refer to the Non-Profiled Travel (formerly Guest Traveler) Travel Service 
Guide, which is available on the Concur support portal or in Travel 
Administration online Help. 
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Section 3:  Overview 

Have you ever needed to fly in a candidate for an interview or send a contractor to 
multiple company locations for a project? How did you get their travel booked? Were 
you able to accommodate their travel preferences? How did you provide 
reimbursement for their out-of-pocket expenses? 

Many organizations have expressed a need to have robust functionality for managing 
guest travel as well as the associated expense processing. Oftentimes, guest travel 
and the associated expense processing require greater effort and cost to complete 
than employee travel and expense.  

The Sponsored Guest User feature provides features that are tailored specifically to 
giving the client more visibility and control for guest travel and expense.  

User/Customer Benefit 

Companies need an effective way to authorize and communicate the details of a 
guest's trip. Many are relying on manual forms to capture information and a manual 
approval process. Duty-of-care is harder to oversee and, when reimbursing 
expenses, receipts are often mailed in and then an invoice or expense report is 
manually created.   

The Sponsored Guest User feature allows companies to take advantage of the same 
features they currently use to manage employee travel and expense, with additional 
options that can be enabled for greater control and visibility. 

TMC Benefit 

Travel agencies are able to automate more processes around reservation servicing if 
guest travelers are managed similarly to employee travelers. This may help drive 
savings for companies by reducing transaction fees. 

Typical Use Case 

A corporate Vice President has an open requisition for a Director. Through the HR 
requisition process, the candidate is offered a live interview. The VP notifies the 
company's Concur administrator, who then creates a new user profile for the 
candidate in Concur. 

The admin is able to designate the candidate as a Candidate for Hire in the 
candidate's profile, using the Non-employee User Type profile field. This allows the 
HR department to track travel costs specifically for candidates. 

The admin can also assign an HR rep as the candidate's travel arranger, if the 
company does not want to allow candidates to self-book their travel arrangements. 
The admin assigns the VP as the candidate's sponsor in the new Sponsor Name 
profile field. The admin also sets sponsorship start and end dates to ensure the 
candidate can use the system for travel only while authorized to do so.   
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The admin saves the new user in Concur using the Save and Notify New User 
button. The system notifies the candidate that they can now log in to complete their 
profile and/or self-book travel. 

The candidate logs in and completes their profile. Since the VP's company allows 
self-booking, the candidate also makes the appropriate travel reservations. Air and 
hotel can be booked: 

• on the VP's corporate card automatically as the sponsor  
– or – 

• on the departmental ghost card, if configured 
– or – 

• on the candidate's own credit card if company policy requires candidates to 
pay for their own travel (with reimbursement) 

The candidate's travel profile captured in Concur is transferred to the appropriate 
vendors – like any employee traveler – advising vendors of the candidate's special 
needs or preferences.   

Once the candidate's booking is reserved, the approval process can send the trip to 
the VP to be approved. The company can choose to take advantage of the same 
Concur Travel approval options for a candidate's travel booking as they can use for 
employee travel approval.  

Once the candidate's booking is approved by the VP, the existing queuing/finishing 
process will send the candidate's reservation to the travel agency for ticketing. 

The VP can see all travelers they are sponsoring simply by viewing their own profile. 
The VP's delegate can also act as the candidate's delegate for expense report 
creation if the admin added the VP's delegate as the candidate's delegate. 

The candidate may use all of the same tools that are available to employees to 
capture their expenses, for example:  

• Mobile for on-the-go capture of expenses and receipt images 

• ExpenseIt for enhanced capture and OCR of receipts 

If a delegate is creating the actual expense report, this makes the process easier for 
that delegate to receive the expense information. If the candidate is creating their 
own expense report, it adds additional options for the candidate to capture the 
expense information. 

If the company uses Expense Pay, the candidate can provide their bank information 
in the Concur profile so that the candidate can be reimbursed for all expenses via 
direct deposit to their bank account. 
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Section 4:  What the Guest User Sees 

During the booking process, the guest user experience is the same as the employee 
user experience; however, the guest user's profile view is slightly different.   

Note that there is no Work Address section (normally located between the 
Company Information and Home Address sections). 

 

Also, the Assistants and Travel Arrangers section is read-only.  

The guest user will also see any sponsor-owned credit cards that the sponsor has 
allowed the guest user to use, with icons to denote which travel segment types are 
permitted for booking on the sponsor's card. 
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If a guest user attempts to log in to Concur Travel after the sponsorship has expired 
(they no longer have the Travel Wizard permission), the following message appears: 

 

NOTE: It was discovered that in the enhanced UI, this page only appears for 
companies that are configured to use 
https://www.concursolutions.com/travelhome.asp as the default landing 
page. So, for those cases where the default login is taking the user to 
https://www.concursolutions.com/home.asp or 
https://www.concursolutions.com/portal.asp, this message will not appear to 
the user yet. Concur is addressing this in a future release. 

https://www.concursolutions.com/travelhome.asp
https://www.concursolutions.com/home.asp
https://www.concursolutions.com/portal.asp
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Section 5:  What the Sponsor Sees  

In the sponsor's profile, the Sponsored Guest Users section displays all guest 
users that the employee is sponsoring.  

 

NOTE: Whether the Add a Sponsored Guest User link, the Terminate 
Sponsorship button, and/or the View Profile link appears is configurable 
and is explained in more detail in the configuration section in this guide. 

Also, the sponsor sees new options within each credit card in their profile to allow 
sponsored guests to use any of the sponsor's credit cards for a given type of travel 
(air, car, hotel, etc.). 

 

If the sponsor configures their credit card for non-employee use, their profile will 
reflect that information in the Credit Cards section. 
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Note the following: 

• With Global view for the sponsor, the sponsor can assign any rule class to a 
sponsored guest, both through Profile and User Admin (if the sponsor has the 
User Admin permission).  

• With Divisional view, the sponsor can select any rule class associated with the 
division / configuration for a sponsored guest. 

• With No Data Visibility, the sponsored guest will follow the sponsor’s rule 
class; the sponsor does not have an option to select a rule class for the 
sponsored guest. 

Section 6:  What the Admin Sees 

Create Guest (Non-Employee) Profiles 

When adding new users, use the Non-Employee Settings section, which allows an 
admin or sponsor (if configured) to assign the new profile attributes during user 
creation. 
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NOTE: Login IDs must be unique across all Concur configurations. Concur does not 
recommend using a guest's email address as their login ID for this reason. 
Consider using a special convention for guests instead; for example: 
william.never@acme-guest. 

Fields – Non-Employee User Type, Sponsor Name, Sponsorship Start Date, 
and Sponsorship End Date 

The admin or sponsor completes these required fields: Non-Employee User Type, 
Sponsor Name, Sponsorship Start Date, and Sponsorship End Date   

Note the following: 

• Only users with the Sponsor permission can be searched for and assigned as 
the sponsor for the guest user. 

• The options in the Non-Employee User Type list are not configurable. 
Select from the options provided. 

• The Sponsorship End Date field controls how long the guest user can book 
travel. This is especially useful for Concur Travel & Expense customers who 
want the user to continue to have access to the system for Expense report 
submission. Recording a sponsorship end date can also be useful for reporting 
purposes.  

If a non-employee attempts to log in prior to the sponsorship start date or 
after the end date, this message appears: 

 
• If a sponsor adds a new guest user from the Add a Sponsored Traveler 

link, then the Non-Employee Settings section will have that sponsor's 
information pre-populated; the remainder of the non-employee settings will 
be mandatory. This is to prevent a sponsor from adding an unsponsored user 
to the system. When the sponsor saves the new user information, they are 
redirected to their own profile page (unless the user has user administration 
rights). 

• For approval scenarios, the sponsor is the manager/approver by default. If a 
different approver is needed, the Designate Travel Approver option and 
two-level approver configurations can be used. The sponsor essentially 
replaces the first-level approver in a two-level approval configuration. 
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Field – Message to Hotel Vendor  

The Message to Hotel Vendor field is optional. Admins can use the field to send a 
custom message to hotels (30-character maximum due to GDS limitations) to inform 
them of special booking requests or constraints, in an effort to ensure that the 
company is not left with unexpected charges for hotel room upgrades.  

NOTE: This field also appears in the user profile. If a company does not want this 
field to be changed by the user, the company can hide the field using the 
Displays Other Travel Preferences option in Company Settings in 
Company Admin. 

Multiple Sponsorships 

Multiple sponsorships can be entered for a single guest user: 

 

NOTE: Multiple sponsorships can be entered, but the ability to link a trip to a specific 
sponsorship is not yet available. 

Make User an Employee 

If the non-employee (guest user) is hired by the company, the admin or sponsor can 
simply click the Make User an Employee button and then make the necessary rule 
class, group membership, and other adjustments. Using this button clears all of the 
sponsorship information from the User Details page, but allows the company to 
retain the sponsorship information for historical reporting purposes. 

Save 

Once all user information has been supplied by the user administrator, they can use 
the Save and Notify New User button to have the Concur system send an email to 
the guest user advising the user that they can now log in to complete their profile, 
make a reservation, etc. 

The administrator can configure the text of the email message at the bottom of the 
Add User/User Detail page, under the Email Parameters section. 

NOTE: The notification email must be customized for each user; if you would like to 
retain one customized message to use at all times, please submit an 
enhancement request. 
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Import Sponsored Guest User Data 

The admin can also add sponsored guest users via Administration > Company > 
Company Admin > Import Data (left menu), on the Sponsored Guest tab. Refer 
to the Instruction tab for the information you need for the import. 

 Refer to the Import Data Travel Service Guide. 

Section 7:  Configuration  

Enable the Feature 

 To enable: 

1. Click Administration > Company (on the sub-menu) > Company Admin. 

NOTE: Depending on your permissions, the page may appear immediately 
after you click Administration. 
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2. In the Company Admin section of the left menu, click Company Settings. 

 

The following settings are available: 
 

Setting Description 

Allow Sponsored Users Select (enable) this check box to activate the 
Sponsored Guest User feature. 

Allow Sponsored Users to 
add credit cards for 
travel booking 

Select (enable) this check box to allow the guest user 
to add their own credit card(s) to the Concur profile. 

Allow sponsor to add new 
sponsored guest users 

Select (enable) this check box to allow sponsors to add 
guest users. 
When enabled, the Add a Sponsored Traveler link 
appears in the Sponsored Guest Users section of the 
sponsor's profile. 

Allow sponsor to set/edit 
sponsorship termination 
date 

Select (enable) this check box to allow sponsors to 
terminate guest users. 
When enabled, the Terminate Sponsorship button 
appears next to each guest user listed in the 
Sponsored Travelers section in the sponsor's profile. 

Allow Sponsor to view 
sponsored guest profiles 

Select (enable) this check box to allow sponsors to 
view guest user profiles. 
When enabled, the View Profile link appears in the 
Sponsored Guest Users section of the sponsor's 
profile. 
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Assign the Sponsor Permissions 

Assign the Sponsor permission to the employees who will be sponsoring non-
employee travel. Assigning this permission enables the new Sponsored Travelers 
section in that user's profile and displays a new credit card setting to allow guest 
users to use the sponsor's credit card(s) for travel. 

 To assign the permission: 

1. Click Administration > Company (on the sub-menu) > Company Admin. 

NOTE: Depending on your permissions, the page may appear immediately 
after you click Administration. 

2. In the User Administration section of the left menu, click User 
Permissions. 

3. Assign by user, permission, etc. as usual. 
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Configure Ghost Cards for Guest (Non-Employee) Use 

Add or update any corporate ghost cards that are authorized for use by your guest 
users.   

 To configure ghost cards: 

1. Click Administration > Company (on the sub-menu) > Company Admin. 

NOTE: Depending on your permissions, the page may appear immediately 
after you click Administration. 

2. In the Travel Administration section of the left menu, click Corporate 
Ghost Cards. 

3. In the Allow use by Sponsored Non-employee travelers section, select 
the appropriate non-employee types and save as usual. 
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Send Additional Guest Profile Data to the GDS Profile 

Concur supports the ability to configure the additional profile attributes for sponsored 
guest users for GDS profile sync. 

 To configure the GDS Profile Template: 

1. Click Administration > Travel (on the sub-menu) > Travel System 
Admin. 

NOTE: Depending on your permissions, the page may appear immediately 
after you click Administration or Travel. 

2. In the Profile & Finishing section of the left menu, click Profile Template 
Editor.  

3. Locate the desired template. 

4. Click Edit. 

5. Build the new line/format as desired. The new values are:  

♦ SPONSORED_GUEST_NON-EMPLOYEE_USER_TYPE 

♦ SPONSORED_GUEST_SPONSOR_LOGIN_ID 

♦ SPONSORED_GUEST_SPONSORSHIP_START_DATE 

♦ SPONSORED_GUEST_SPONSORSHIP_END_DATE 
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! IMPORTANT: Since a guest user can have more than one sponsorship, these 
values/data points must be configured similarly to unused tickets or frequent 
guest numbers in that you must create an index. The values/data points denote 
this requirement by showing [ARRAY] in the value name. 
 
Because more than one sponsorship is possible, consider reserving several lines 
for this data (there is no limit enforced in Concur). 
 
These values cannot be parsed back from the GDS – they can only be sent from 
Concur to the GDS profile; all sponsorship updates for guest users need to be 
managed in Concur. 

Sample line: 
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Section 8:  Integration with Other Concur Services 

Concur Expense  

The Sponsored Guest feature in Travel can be used in tandem with the Sponsored 
Guest feature in Expense. 

 For more information about the Expense feature, refer to the Expense: 
Sponsored Guest User Setup Guide. 

Concur Request  

This feature is not supported in Request. Guest users can be created and assigned to 
specific approval workflows within Request. However, there is no additional profile- 
or trip-level data sent to Request to identify the guest user as a non-employee, so 
the company nor the guest receive the benefit of being a sponsored guest user. 

Concur Messaging  

This feature is not fully supported. Guest users can still be created, but there would 
be no additional profile- or trip-level data sent to Concur Messaging to identify the 
guest user as a non-employee. 

Concur Travel – Virtual Payment 

The Sponsored Guest feature in Travel can be used in tandem with Virtual Payment 
using Conferma. Virtual Payment goes hand-in-hand with non-employee travel for 
the following reasons:  

• By having a profile for all non-employees, customers can: 

♦ Mandate that data be present for duty-of-care obligations 

♦ Require the appropriate information for reconciliation purposes 

♦ Control which users have access to virtual cards because all profiles point 
to a specific configuration  

• With sponsored guest, customers can grant the non-employee access to 
Expense and ensure that these segments are locked down as company paid.  

 For more information about virtual payment, refer to the Virtual Payment – 
Conferma Travel Setup Guide, which is available on the Concur support portal 
or in Travel Administration online Help. 
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Section 9:  FAQ 

The Basics 

 
Topic Comment 

CT Policy controlled:   Yes, if configured 

Trips on Hold via Concur Travel:   Yes, if configured 

Trip Changes via Concur Travel:   Yes, if configured 

Trip Cancels via Concur Travel:   Yes, if configured 

Loyalty Program Support:   Yes 

Ghost/BTA/Lodge Card Support:   Yes, if configured 

TSA info generated to the airline:   Yes 

Passport Support:   Yes 

Import Data Support: Yes 

Questions 

Q. Are there certain features that are not available now but are planned for future 
release? 

A. Yes, some examples are: 

♦ Customer feedback-driven adjustments (Travel & Expense) 

♦ Standard support (Standard Travel & Expense) 

♦ Concur Messaging support (Concur Messaging) 

♦ Request support (Concur Request) 

♦ Travel items: 

• Support for adding an arranger during user creation (this feature 
will not be limited to guest users) 

• Profile Sync support of new profile attributes (XML, Tramada) 

• The ability for the guest user to choose sponsorship during the 
booking process (for guest users who have multiple sponsorships) 

• Additional data privacy settings to satisfy PIPEDA requirements 
(Canada) 

♦ Expense items: 

• Movement of sponsor's card transactions to the guest user 

• Identify the sponsor on each expense report, both for reporting 
purposes and for visibility during the approval process.   
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• Allow the sponsor to act for the guest user by accessing their 
account and completing all of the tasks a delegate can complete. 
(Today, this same task can be accomplished by assigning the 
sponsor as a delegate to the guest user.) 

Q. If a customer has Travel integrated with Request, is the Sponsored Guest User 
feature available for the request. 

A. No. This feature is not supported in Request. 

Q.  If the sponsor does not have User Administration permission and they create a 
new profile, the new guest user does not automatically receive the Travel Wizard 
permission and the sponsor does not have access to enable that permission. How 
should this be managed? 

A:  Concur recommends that the company create a group for guest users that 
includes the Travel Wizard permission. Group membership can be assigned at 
the time of user creation, so a sponsor with rights to create sponsored guests 
will be able to add those sponsored guests to the group at that time. 

Q. Is there limit on number of guests that the sponsor may have assigned to them?  

A. No. 

Q.  As a sponsor, I am unable to add myself as an arranger/travel assistant to the 
sponsored guest user. However, if I have the Self-Assigning Assistant permission, I 
can add myself to the sponsored guest user. Why does this happen? 

A.  Concur is currently working on a way to allow arranger assignment to 
occur during user creation (on the User Details page). Until that time, only 
self-assigning assistants can be designated. 

Sponsored guest users would not normally have access to this information 
and should not be making this determination themselves, so it is by design 
that a sponsored guest user cannot add an arranger directly. 

Q.  My company has a mandatory Single Sign-On (SSO) policy, meaning that all 
users must access Concur via the company intranet. Can we still use the sponsored 
guest user feature? 

A.  Companies with mandatory SSO policies can still use this feature, but the 
following considerations should be factored in: 

♦ The Save and Notify New User button present on the Add User page 
(User Administration > Add User) will still work; the default text for 
the resulting notification includes a special URL for the sponsored guest 
user to access Concur. Mandatory SSO companies should not use the 
Save and Notify New User button. 

♦ Companies can still create profiles for sponsored guest users but would 
need to ensure that arrangers and delegates are assigned to manage the 
various processes in-product on behalf of those users. 
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♦ TripIt and ExpenseIt can still be used by the sponsored guest user without 
giving them direct access to the Concur Travel/Expense application(s). 

Q.  How do I know if the Sponsored Guest User feature works with other products 
and features (such as Meetings, or even other Concur products like Request)? 

A.  As a general rule, all features and products will support sponsored guest 
users; the only caveat is that certain features or products may need the 
additional profile details (Non-employee User Type, Sponsor Name, 
Sponsorship Start and End Dates) to provide meaningful functionality. 
Without that additional detail, other features and products will not be able to 
distinguish between a company's employees and a company's sponsored 
guests.   

Concur is working diligently to make the additional profile details available for 
consumption for all products and will announce additional support in the 
appropriate release notes. The Integration with Other Concur Services section 
of this guide will be updated accordingly. 

Q. Can I import sponsored guest users? 

A. Yes, via Administration > Company > Company Admin > Import 
Data (left menu), on the Sponsored Guest tab. Refer to the Instruction 
tab for the information you need for the import. 
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